
Investment Review of 2018 and Thoughts for 2019

Investors endured a tough 2018, with many stock markets falling as 
worries about US interest rates, the US trade war with China and slowing 
global growth weighed on risk appetite.  Despite this, corporate earnings 
growth was strong last year and we believe equity market fundamentals 
remain resilient on the whole.  In our view, the extent of market weakness, 
particularly in the fourth quarter, was unjustified and we think that equities 
should fare better this year.  However, confidence is key and there are 
obstacles to be overcome.  Depending on how events unfold, further 
changes to recommended asset allocations may be needed over 2019, 
and we will provide advice to Saunderson House clients as and when 
appropriate.  For now, we give a review of 2018 and outline our thoughts 
for the year ahead.

Looking back on 2018

Many investors will be glad to see the back of 2018, which was far from a vintage year for investment 
markets.  From the perspective of a UK-based investor with a diversified portfolio, it was arguably the 
most challenging year in which to make money since 1994.  Typical safe haven assets – government 
bonds and gold – fell with equities for much of 2018 and, even after a strong fourth quarter rally, barely 
registered gains in sterling terms for the year as a whole.  As the chart below (Fig. 1) shows, in most 
years when stock markets have fallen (2000-2002, 2008 and 2011), investors who also owned high 
quality bonds were able to console themselves with gains from these holdings.  Last year, however, did 
not offer such comfort.
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The year began with much fanfare about synchronised global growth and US President Donald 
Trump’s tax cuts.  Most stock markets rallied in January but were stopped in their tracks by an 
unexpectedly strong US wage growth figure, which raised concerns about accelerating inflation and 
a faster pace of interest rate rises by the US central bank, the Federal Reserve (Fed).  From March, an 
escalating trade war between the US and China hit Asian and emerging markets equities particularly 
hard, though other export-focused markets, notably Germany’s and Japan’s, also felt the effects.  

As the year progressed, an economic slowdown in China, as the authorities sought to rein in debt-
fuelled investment, added to the headwinds for global investors.  In October, China reported its 
slowest rate of economic growth since the global financial crisis.  This, coupled with an unhelpful 
comment from Fed chairman Jerome Powell that US interest rates could still have a lot further to 
rise and an aggressively anti-China speech from US Vice President Mike Pence, created panic in 
stock markets.  Further signs of slowing global growth, alongside wide-scale protests in France and 
continuing tensions between the US and China, pushed stock markets down further as 2018 drew to a 
close.  

Throughout 2018, we took steps to reduce risk in portfolios.  In May, we recommended cutting 
European, Asian and emerging markets equity allocations, with the proceeds being invested in global 
strategic bond funds.  Our thinking was that equity markets were pricing in too much good news, 
despite the horizon starting to look quite cloudy as the Fed raised interest rates and the US-China 
trade war escalated.  Then, in December, we recommended a reduction in commercial property 
holdings, on valuation grounds, with the proceeds being retained as cash.  

Our more cautious stance, with less in equities and more in bonds, proved beneficial to clients in the 
fourth quarter.  Although unhelpful earlier in the year when US equities, in particular, were rallying, 
this positioning gave some protection to portfolios when the US market dropped sharply in October 
and again in December.  Compared to some other investment managers who were still betting on the 
US bull market when it turned down in October, the end of 2018 was less painful for our clients than it 
might have been.  However, less painful is of little comfort when portfolios still fell in value. 

Why did we not do more to protect portfolios?  We identified that equity valuations had become 
stretched earlier in the year and were not, in our view, pricing in the risk of slower global growth as 
a consequence of rising US interest rates and US-China trade tensions.  However, we believed (and 
still do) that corporate earnings would continue to grow, just more slowly than their recent pace.  We 
consider it almost impossible to guess how much investor sentiment will swing between greed and 
fear, so our focus is always on corporate fundamentals and valuations.  This disciplined approach 
has historically served us well, though the shift towards fear this time was more sudden than we 
anticipated.  
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Figure 1: Total returns from global equities and bonds in sterling terms over the last 20 years
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Investment thoughts for 2019

The consensus view among economists is that the global economy will continue to grow in 2019, 
though at a slower pace than last year.  We are always wary of consensus views but, if the Fed pauses 
its programme of interest rate rises, the US resolves its trade conflict with China and Beijing provides 
enough stimulus to halt the slowdown in the Chinese economy, then continued global growth this 
year is likely.  None of these, however, can be taken for granted.  

The Fed could still make a policy error by pushing interest rates up too far.  Currently, the market 
is pricing in no rate rises this year.  However, continued strength in the US labour market and an 
acceleration of inflation could lead the Fed to deliver another rate increase as soon as March and 
catch markets off guard.  

Any resolution to the US-China trade war is at the mercy of President Trump.  Our view is that the 
dispute is about more than just trade – underlying it is a strategic confrontation over technological 
supremacy that neither side wishes to back down on.  

As for China’s economic stimulus, tax cuts, infrastructure spending and looser constraints on bank 
lending so far have been meaningful but not awe-inspiring.  More will likely be required to give 
the Chinese economy a significant boost but, with Beijing still focused on reducing the country’s 
reliance on debt, we would expect further measures to be designed to encourage consumption 
rather than investment or construction, and to be more modest than the stimulus programmes of 
2008-09 and 2014-15.  There is therefore the risk that markets are underwhelmed by Chinese policy 
announcements. 

There is also the possibility that the weakness in financial markets over 2018 starts to affect the 
real economy this year, with higher borrowing costs, lower share prices and house price weakness 
denting confidence among both consumers and businesses around the world.  Falling spending and 
investment could impact corporate profits and economic output, creating a negative feedback loop 
of even weaker confidence leading to recession.

Our view is less bleak.  The recovery in financial markets at the beginning of 2019 reinforces our belief 
that sentiment became irrationally weak in December.  In our opinion, equity valuations are fair – 
already pricing in slower growth over the coming years.  Stock market investors are, we believe, still 
being paid to be patient, particularly in more economically sensitive areas of global markets, notably 
Japan, Asia and emerging markets (Fig. 2).  
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Figure 2: Equity market price to earnings multiples fell sharply over 2018 and are now at fair valuation levels 
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In the year ahead, we will seek to be tactical in our asset allocation recommendations.  Should we 
see a deterioration in economic and corporate fundamentals that we do not think is being priced 
into stock markets, we would likely recommend a further reduction in equity allocations.  Conversely, 
if we see another fear-driven drop in stock prices that leaves equities discounting a high probability 
of recession, we may recommend using some of the dry powder currently in portfolios to increase 
equity allocations at bargain prices.  We will also be looking for opportunities in global bond markets, 
which have been affected by sharp swings in investor sentiment.  Bonds remain out of favour with 
many investors but yields on corporate debt are now close to three-year highs, giving holders ample 
compensation, in our view, for potential risks.

In conclusion, we urge investors not to panic after the volatility in markets experienced last year.  We 
do not think that the end of the economic cycle is nigh and believe that equities and other risk assets 
can recoup their recent losses if the political and economic developments over the coming months 
beat current pessimistic assumptions.  However, we are far from complacent about risks as the 
economic cycle matures, and are watching closely for signs that even more defensive positioning in 
portfolios may be warranted.

Finally, a word on Brexit.  We have avoided the topic so far in this note as, although it is a key 
consideration for the UK economy, its significance for global financial markets, and therefore 
recommended portfolios, is much smaller.  Yesterday evening, Parliament debated and voted on 
several amendments to Theresa May’s EU withdrawal agreement that was resoundingly defeated 
two weeks ago.  Seven amendments were put before Parliament, with just two being accepted.  One, 
backed by Europhile Conservatives and the opposition parties, was a rejection of a no-deal Brexit, 
though it did not propose how to avoid this outcome and is not binding.  The other, supported by the 
government, called for the Northern Ireland backstop to be replaced with alternative arrangements to 
avoid a hard border.

Mrs May will now return to Brussels to try to renegotiate the Irish backstop though, with several key 
EU policymakers refusing to re-open the withdrawal agreement, she may return empty handed.  As 
well as negotiating with the EU, she will also be meeting with Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn to seek 
common ground on Brexit.  However, as Labour’s proposal is for continued membership of the single 
market and a customs union with the EU, Mrs May risks angering Eurosceptic Conservatives again if 
she works with Mr Corbyn.

A further vote in Parliament on the EU withdrawal agreement is expected in mid-February.  If Mrs 
May’s deal fails again, negotiations will likely continue up to the final hours of 29 March.  Will the 
UK then crash out of the EU without a deal, or will the Article 50 withdrawal process be extended 
or revoked entirely?  We will be hosting a live webinar at 12pm on 13 February, which will look at 
the possible Brexit scenarios and will assess how portfolios are currently positioned to help protect 
investments.  Please follow the link here to register for this webinar.

If you have any questions on the above do please contact me or your usual adviser.

https://www.workcast.com/register?cpak=1984685249875024

